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EACH TICKET wins! Whether you hit the jackpot or not.
Distributing more than 80% of ticket sales to the community!
Maximize winning chances to 50,000 times!
Complete anonymity using crypto currency!
Only one jackpot winner!
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What is MyCryptoJackpot?
MyCryptoJackpot is a Bitcoin and Community based lottery or raffle game. We support
a customer-friendly, simple and above all honest gambling service, which is accessible
to everyone. We have developed a side feature that has a great community spirit in the
background. Using our chat feature, each player can communicate with the entire
community and communicate through MyCryptoJackpot.
We run a simple and fair wallet system. Profits, deposits and chargebacks can be withdrawn from the balance at any time. Our most special feature is the fact that every ticket is a winner ticket.

Every Ticket wins
How is that supposed to work?
Ordinary Lottery is explained quickly: There are few winners and many losers.
MyCryptoJackpot works a little differently: In a predefined draw period, all sales made
by tickets are collected.
From this one jackpot per draw will be randomly picked for one single winner
This is the biggest win of the entire draw. Then 10 winners will be drawn which share a
jackpot. Then 100 winners will be drawn which share the same amount. Last but not
least, one jackpot amount is split up to all remaining tickets. That's where the worst thing
that happens to you can be a small consolation prize.

How does MyCryptoJackpot it work?
•
•
•
•
•

All ticket sales are collected.
There are 3 draws for 3 different ticket prices.
The higher the ticket price, the higher the profit.
Every draw, there is a predetermined period in which the drawing can be filled.
If not all ticket lots have been sold by the end of the period, the ticket price will be
refunded to your back office.

•

With this new tickets can be bought for the next draw.
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•
•

Any number of tickets can be purchased.
If the draw was sold out, the winners will be drawn by a reliable random principle.

•

(The remaining amount will be used for the operation of the site, admin fee, payment of employees etc. 10% of each draw will be donated to a nonprofit charity

•

organization.)
The exact listing of the cost distribution can be found here.

Your Advantage
The advantage for you is divided into several factors at MyCryptoJackpot.
We are regularly expanding our range of games and working to continuously improve
our concept. Here we will list all the benefits for you at MyCryptoJackpot.
•

By using cryptocurrencies and using blockchain technology, you can play anonymously with MyCryptoJackpot.

•

Each ticket wins at least a consolation prize.

•

Big profits through non-nationalization of the online blockchain based lottery

•

Constant improvements and innovations

•

Simple, honest, and customer friendly online crypto lottery.

•

Part of the revenues will be donated for a good purpose.

•

Community and communication-based lottery. Chat function in the back office

•

Totally unaffected draws. Everything is 100% coincidence

Why cryptocurrencies?
Cryptocurrencies guarantee the user a certain degree of speed, simplicity and above
all anonymity. It is the ticket to a world in which no state regulation is necessary. This
means that most of the revenue is not delivered to large corporations, collection points,
banks or other institutions, but is distributed to the customer. This allows us to increase
profits and enjoy playing.
The odds of winning at MyCryptoJackpot is 100,000 times higher than winning a regular
lottery over $ 1,000.
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Affiliate Program
MyCryptoJackpot has an affiliate program that every user can join.
Send your affiliate link to your friends and partners. If they buy one or more tickets and
thus participate in a draw, you get 5% commission on their win.
Why is that interesting for you? Because every ticket wins. Even if your partner only gets
a "consolation prize", your commission will be added to your balance. Every-time.

The draws
The draws themselves take place as soon as all the tickets of a draw have been sold
out. This increases the jackpot and thus your chances of winning.
The draws are live and the winners of each winning group are randomly selected. The
fairness of a draw can be called up by every user in the back office. It is 100% coincidence!
Each winner gets his winnings immediately in his balance and can withdraw them at
any time. There are no monthly fees or other hidden costs.
We work completely transparent and give every user what he deserves.

Fairness
The draws are 100% random. We do not work with machines that can break and do not
make mistakes with people. We use a system called provably fair. You can find a detailed explanation in our video. Our random number generator is the Bitcoin Blockchain.
We guarantee that every winner sees his win in his back office and can withdraw it right
away from an amount of 0.0001 BTC. Due to price fluctuations, the transaction fee is
paid by the customer.
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